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LOOKING BACK……….MARCHING AHEAD………..

The year gone by has been a year full of 

challenges for us as the economic 

crisis hit us hard. The effects of 

Demonetisation were compounded  by  the 

ill effects of GST, unceasingly growing NPAs, 

rising Unemployment and low growth of 

GDP. The annual financial results of Banks 

hit new lows as our own Bank, after 

consolidation posted a loss for the first time 

in many decades. The Government pounced 

on the opportunity to implement its own 

agenda by asking some of the PSBs and their 

Unions to sign a MoU as a precondition to 

capitalize them. Prompt Corrective Action 

(PCA) was also  imposed on many of them 

restricting their business activities further.

The attack on anything that is Public Sector 

has been flowing thick and fast.  Every 

attempt is made to break the very foundation 

of all Public Sector institutions.  The 

Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance 

(FRDI) Bill, in a way   is an attempt to 

dismantle the very structure of Public Sector 

Banking. It has already created panic among 

the public and they have started to react by 

converting their bank deposits to other 

forms of investments. It is one of the biggest 

achievements of AIBOC lead by our General 

Secretary Com Franco that the hidden 

threats of the Bills came into focus. Through 

sustained campaign in various fora the 

thread to bank deposits came to the lime 

l i ght .  He  was  ca l led  by  the  Joint 

Parliamentary Committee to present his 

views, which he did by  presenting our  

apprehensions. Section 52 of the  'bail in' 

clause provided in the bill is a matter of hot  

debate across the country.

However, some of the provisions of the bill  

which are far more dangerous to the Officers 

Community are not known to many. For 

example, the Resolution Board may  remove 

from office  any  officer or employee of a 

Bank which has been classified to be at 

imminent or critical risk to viability under 

section 44 and 46 of this Act.

Government is not willing to take the  

desired steps to address the  problem of 

NPA. More than Rs. 7 lakh crore worth loans 

are classified as Non-Performing Loans. The 

figure roughly translates to near 10% of all 

loans given. When restructured and 

unrecognised assets are added the total 

stress would be 15-20% of total loans. The 

leading corporate houses and companies 

accounted for approximately 77 per cent of 

the total gross NPA. A mere 12 accounts 

form  25% of the current gross NPAs of the 

banking system. A list of 50 biggest 

defaulters  include Bhushan Steel, Bhushan 

Power, Lanco, Videocon, Jaypee Group, 

Essar, ABG Shipyard, Punj Lloyd, Electro 

steel Steels, Aban Holdings, Monnet Ispat, 

Prayagraj Power, and Era Group. 

There have also been many attempts to 

amend the labour laws to the detriment of 

labour. Though a few labour laws were 

amended, major changes could not be 

brought out due to the strident opposition of 

the Trade Unions. The Central Trade 

Unions, United Forum of Bank Union and 

AIBOC demonstrated their opposition to the 

neo-economic policies being pursued by the 

Government. 

All the 5 Associate Banks as well as Mahila 

Bank finally merged with the State Bank of 
st

India with effect from 1  April 2017.  It was a 

major move on the part of the Government 

towards the consolidation of the Banking 



Industry and Government is toying with the 

idea of merging other PSBs on the same 

lines.

Our own Bank has the highest amount of 

NPAs at over Rs 1.86 lakh crore which if we 

don't address will lead to serious problems 

not only for the Bank but for the nation as a 

whole as the confidence of the People in the 

Banking System itself will be shaken. Most 

of our resources are spent on completing 

unremunerative Government Sponsored 

schemes. Demonetisation,  GST, Aadhaar 

seeding, KYC updation, Mudhra loan 

processing etc. have been our priorities. We 

have lost focus on Banking and targeted all 

our energy towards cross selling, which 

unfortunately corrupts the system through 

incentives. We also invited the wrath of  our  

core constituency of customers by hiking 

our service charges and not taking care of 

the small borrowers most of whom repay 

regularly. We need to refocus ourselves to be 

the 'banker to every Indian'. Com Franco and 

other  leaders of our Federation recently 

presented a Power Point presentation of our 

perspective of the Bank's business direction 

to the Corporate Centre.

With the change of leadership at the top in 

our Bank, we have seen a positive change in 

the area of Human Resources. The work-life 

balance Circular issued by the Bank has  

sent the right signals to the Circles. Late 

meetings and holiday working are slowly on 

the wane. The 100% reimbursement of 

medical expenses for family members and 

the extension of the interest concession on 

loans to the eAB staff are welcome signs. The 

Circular cal l ing for el ig ible JMG-I 

candidates' willingness to work in deficit 

Circles including our own Circle may bring 

some more relief to us. On CDS also we have 

presented our views to the Corporate Centre 

and we have been assured that a survey will 

soon be held.

The payment of Gratuity (Amendment Bill 

2017) seeking to enhance the ceiling to any 

amount as notified by the Government was 

introduced in the Loksabha. The passage of 

the Bill will eventually raise the ceiling to 

Rs.20 lacs as available to Central Govern-

ment Employees. 

The XI th bipartite negotiations are under 

way  and very negligible progress has been 

there on substantial issues though some 

progress has been there on non-financial 

matters. Government's instructions to 

Banks to restrict their mandate to IBA for 

negotiation up to MMGS III Officers is one of 

the issues  that we need to fight to progress 

further. UFBU is confident of negotiating a 

settlement as done on earlier occasions. It is 

also confident that Five Day week will be 

achieved .

The problems that face us as we march 

ahead need grit, guts, fortitude, courage and 

resilience to overcome them all. The way 

forward is 'to seek, to strive and not to yield' 

and believe that 'we shall overcome'.

“We shall organize, we shall organize

We shall organize today

Deep in my heart I do believe

We shall overcome someday

We'll walk hand in hand, we'll walk hand 

in hand

We'll walk hand in hand someday

Deep in my heart I do believe

We shall overcome someday

We are not afraid, we are not afraid

We are not afraid today

Deep in my heart I do believe

We shall overcome someday”
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AIBOC MEETING

A members' meet of AIBOC Coimbatore 
th

District was held on Wednesday, the 20  Dec 
'17 in the spacious Banking Hall of the SBI 
Main Branch. Com Krishnan our beloved 
President presided over the meeting. Com 
G.Selvaraj  Regional Secretary, Coimbatore 
Module welcomed the huge gathering of 
more than 400 comrades from various 
Banks who had assembled with  great 
expectations to hear our visionary Leader.

After a brief open house wherin Comrades 
from various Banks raised their queries / 
doubts, our GS in his own inimitable way 
held the audience spellbound for the next 80 
minutes with his powerful speech. Our 
leader didn't start with issues concerning 
only the Bank Officers community. As a 
visionary leader, his whole speech revolved 
around the entire working class, starting 
from the fisherman to the common public, 

who are all in dire need of Bank credit. He 
covered issues such as the DNA of NPA, who 
had garnered bank credit since 1991,how 
the policies of the successive governments 
had been the same, the present govern-
ment's lack of apathy to many issues of the 
common man, the efforts of AIBOC  in the 
case of FRDI Bill, the impact of FRDI bill if it 
were to be passed, People's Parliament for 
Unity and Development, the impact of 
Merger on SBI and wage revision  which is a 
major topic touched by him. That the speech 
was captivating can be understood from the 
fact that the majority sat through the speech 
with pin drop silence, applauding in 
between.

Vote of thanks was rendered by Com. 
Raghavender,  Secre tary  o f  A IBOC 
Coimbatore, in a short and sweet manner 
which was like an icing on the cake.
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Addressing  Newly Promoted JMGS I  officers at SBLC, Nungambakkam, on 14.12.2017 



PEOPLES’ PARLIAMENT AT THANJAVUR ON 29.12.2017

The innovative effort of AIBOC to reach out to all 
sections of the Society to understand their problems 
has been going on for some time now. AIBOC, 
Thanjavur arranged the programme under the 
leadership of Com M Asok, Regional Secretary, 
Tiruchirapalli Module. It was  held at Besant lodge, 
Thanjavur on 29.12.17 at 6.00 pm.

Amidst a large gathering of more than 500 people,  the 
meeting  started with Tamilthai Vazhthu. Regional 
Secretary of Trichy Com.Asok welcomed the 
gathering. Eminent leaders from  various sectors 
participated  in the deliberations. Com Sampath from 
BHELWU explained the role played by BHEL. Com. 
Manimozhian from  “Uzhavar Urpathiyalargal 
Niruvanam” explained  the problems facing people in  
education, agriculture and employment. Com. 
Panneerselvam from “Kaveri Delta Urpathiyalargal 
Niruvanam”  spoke about  fixing of fair prices for the 
agricultural products. Com. Mannai Manoharan spoke 
about the state of Railways today and condemned the 
act of privatization of Railways. Com.Sivaguru from 
“Anaithu Thozhilsanga Koottamaippu” spoke 
elaborately about the present position of industrial 
growth and FRDI bill. Com. Bairavi, leader of SHGs 
from Vadakkur area spoke about the importance of 

ladies in the social upliftment and financial self -
reliance of the SHGs vis-à-vis SHG members.

Dr.Thomas Franco RajendraDev, GS of  SBIOA (CC), 
President of AISBOF spoke on the economic 
imbalance, mounting NPA of PSUs, agriculture, 
position of agriculturists in Tamilnadu, concern over 
missing fishermen, slow industrial growth and FRDI 
bill.

Leaders from Pensioners Association of the area also  
participated. Com. Gurunathan ZS Nagai zone 
proposed vote of thanks. Com.T.Venkatramanan DRS 
compeered the programme. The  programme was well 
covered by the local media. Some channels telecast  
the programme live.

Com. Pretthi, BM Lakshmanasamy Salai lost her father on 07.12.17 at Kollam.
Com. Jayakumar KC, BM Vazhappadi lost his mother on 06.12.17 at Vellore
Com. Nandini, BM Sirupakkam lost her father on 07.12.17
Com M K Joshi  lost his father on 23.12.17 at Chennai

BEREAVEMENT

May the departed souls rest in peace.

Com. Venugopal, DM, CCPC  Passed away 
on 07.12.2017 at Chennai

HOMAGE
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Labour And Industrial Laws Of India
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“Labour" is a subject in the "Concurrent List" under the Constitution of India where both the Central and State 
Governments are competent to enact legislations subject, however, to reservation of certain matters for the 
Central Government. The constitutional status of labour jurisdiction has been explained in the following table:

Union List    Concurrent List
(Central Government)  (Central as well as State Government)

Entry No. 55    Entry No. 22
Regulation of labour and safety  Trade unions, industrial and labour disputes
in mines and oil fields 

Entry No. 61    Entry No. 23 
Industrial disputes concerning  Social security and insurance, employment and unemployment
Union employees   

Entry No. 65    Entry No. 24
Union agencies and institutions  Welfare of labour including conditions of work, provident funds, 
for "... vocational ... training ..." employers' invalidity and old-age pension and maternity benefits

The various labour legislations enacted by the Central Government can be classified into the following 
different broad categories:

A. Laws relating to Industrial Relations-

1. Industrial Disputes Act, 1947

2. Trade Unions Act, 1926

B. Laws relating to Wages

1. Minimum Wages Act, 1948

2. Payment of Wages Act, 1936

3. Payment of Bonus Act, 1965

C. Laws relating to Social Security

1. Employees' Provident Funds and Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act, 1952

2. Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948

3. Labour Welfare Fund Act (of respective States)

4. Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972

5. Employee's Compensation Act, 1923

D. Laws relating to Working Hours, Conditions of 
Services and Employment

1. Factories Act, 1948

2. Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 
1946

3. Shops and Commercial Establishments Act (of 
respective States)

4. Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 
1970

5. Inter-State Migrant Workmen (Regulation of 
Employment and Conditions of Service) Act, 1979

6. Weekly Holiday Act, 1942

7. National and Festival Holidays Act (of respective 
States) 1963

8. The Plantation Labour Act, 1951

9. The Mines Act, 1952

10. The Dock Workers (Safety, Health & Welfare) Act, 
1986

E. Laws relating to Equality and Empowerment of 
Women

1. Equal Remuneration Act, 1976

2. Maternity Benefits Act, 1961

F. Prohibitive Labour Laws

1. Bonded Labour System (Abolition), Act, 1976

2. Child Labour (Prohibition & Regulation) Act, 
1986

3. The Beedi and Cigar Workers (Conditions of 
Employment) Act, 1966

4. The Sexual Harassment at the Workplace 
(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013

G. Laws relating to Employment and Training

1. Apprentices Act, 1961

2. E m p l o y m e n t  E x c h a n g e s  ( C o m p u l s o r y 
Notification of Vacancies) Act, 1959
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 LAWS PROTECTING WOMEN

The Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act, 2017

The Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act, 2017 has come into force on March 28, 2017 after receiving the 
assent from the President on March 27, 2017. The major changes brought by the amended Act, compared 
with the provisions of the earlier Act, are given hereunder:

Particulars    The Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act, 2017

 l Increases the duration of the maternity leave from 12 to 26 
weeks which   can be availed prior to 8 weeks from the date 
of expected delivery (earlier it was 6 weeks prior).

l From third child onwards, maternity leave to be for 12 weeks 
which can be availed 6 weeks prior1.

l Maternity leave of 12 weeks to:

  a)  Adoptive mothers (adopts a child below 3 months of age);

  b)  Commissioning mother2 .

l This period to be calculated from the date the child is handed 
over to the  said mothers.3

 l To be provided by an establishment with 50 or more 
employees within a  prescribed distance. 4 visits in a day to 
crèche should be allowed.

 l Employer to permit a woman to work from home, if the 
nature of work  permits her to do so and the same can be 
availed after the completion of her maternity leave for a 
duration mutually decided.4

 l Woman to be informed at the time of appointment, of the 
maternity  benefits available, either in writing or 

5electronically.

Analysis:

It is anticipated that as now the employer will have to pay full wages for 26 weeks. The aforesaid 
amendments may have an adverse impact on job opportunities for women. The amendment is silent on 
paternity leave. The women who work in the unorganised sectors are not covered due to their unstructured 
employment conditions.
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Duration of maternity leave

Maternity leave for 
adoptive and 
commissioning mothers  

Crèche facilities

Option to work 
from Home 

Employer to 
inform the woman of 
maternity benefits  

The following new provisions have added by the amendment:
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A  LOSING GAME

Purnima S. Tripathi
The Frontline Magazine, Issue: Decembar 8, 2017  

With Reliance Payment Bank, a joint venture 
between Reliance Industries Limited and SBI, set 
to begin operations in December, there is 
widespread concern that the new venture will cause 
the downslide of the country's largest public sector 
bank. 

IS it the beginning of the end for State Bank of India 
(SBI)? Is the country's largest public sector bank being 
pushed on a downward journey that could eventually 
lead to its demise? 

State Bank of India is the only Indian bank to figure in 
the list of the world's top 50 banks and the only one to 
be listed in Fortune 500. It is widely known as the 
banker of the nation and has 23,566 branches in the 
country, of which 15,037 are in rural and semi-urban 
areas. SBI has 189 international offices in 35 
countries. As of September 30, 2014, the bank had 
approximately 225 million active customer accounts, 
and deposits, net advances and a total assets base of 
Rs.14,73,785 crore, Rs.12,09,648 crore and 
Rs.18,74,332 crore respectively. It recently acquired 
additional muscle by merging its five associate banks 
with itself, besides opening crores of new accounts 
under the Prime Minister's Jan DhanYojana. This bank 
is now being gifted to Reliance Industries Limited 
(RIL) on a platter, ostensibly for the purpose of 
“banking the unbanked”. 

Where is the need for such a humongous institution, 
which enjoys tremendous credibility with the masses 
since it has never ever defaulted, to partner with a 
corporate house like Reliance? This is the question 
lakhs of SBI employees across India have been asking 
ever since news spread that Reliance Payment Bank, in 
partnership with SBI, is to begin operations from 
December. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) gave its 
final approval to RIL to start its payment bank in 
March 2017. RIL and 10 other entities were given the 
in-principle approval for starting payment banks in 
September 2015. The Reliance-SBI Payment Bank 
was incorporated on November 10, 2016, as per a letter 
written by RIL to the Registrar of Companies. On July 
1, 2016, RIL intimated the Bombay Stock Exchange 
and the National Stock Exchange that it had entered 

into a partnership venture with SBI in which RIL 
would be the promoter with 70 per cent equity 
investment and SBI would have a 30 per cent equity 
stake.

Smart technology argument 

The avowed objective of the government and the RBI 
in giving the approval to the RIL-SBI partnership was 
to utilise the latest technology of Reliance Jio to reach 
unbanked rural areas. This argument, however, does 
not hold water because SBI, on its own, has employed 
over 1,50,000 business correspondents who have been 
working in the remotest corners of the country. 
Reliance, which was appointed Corporate Business 
Correspondent for SBI in 2012, did not appoint a 
single business correspondent since it was not a 
profitable activity for the group then. According to SBI 
officers, business correspondents appointed by SBI 
are being asked to work for RIL, thereby giving the 
corporate house an established network of business 
correspondents. “This will give RIL an opportunity to 
establish its payment bank without incurring any 
expenses,” said a senior bank official. 

Indeed, even the argument about the use of RIL's 
technology to enter into the deal sounds flawed 
because SBI already has successful smart technology 
initiatives in place. For example, SBI has launched 
SBI Buddy, SBI Mobi Cash, SBI Anywhere, and other 
mobile banking facilities on its Core Banking 
Solutions, apart from a vast network of ATMs, giving 
customers a rainbow experience of banking anywhere 
and anytime. 

G.D. Nadaf, a former general secretary of the State 
Bank Officers Association, who also held the post of 
general secretary of the All India Bank Officers 
Confederation, said: “Frankly speaking, there was no 
need for SBI to go in for this deal, especially in view of 
the fact that SBI is grappling with the post-merger 
scenario.” SBI has been grappling with manpower 
problems since absorbing its five subsidiaries in May. 
Nadaf, who has also served as a director on the SBI 
Board, said that before entering into a partnership that 
has a bearing on lakhs of employees of the bank and 
millions of customers, the bank management should 
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have held wide-ranging consultations with all 
stakeholders. “Why has the deal been kept under 
wraps? The secrecy surrounding the entire exercise 
makes it suspect,” he said.

 According to Thomas D. Franco, general secretary of 
the State Bank Officers Association (Chennai circle) 
and of the All India Bank Officers Confederation, RIL 
has a reputation for bribing, manipulating and arm-
twisting bureaucrats and politicians to get its work 
done. The company has even broken laws without 
compunction to serve its business interests. He cited 
several instances, Public Accounts Committee (PAC) 
and Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) 
reports and even criminal charges and convictions of 
its senior executives, to prove his point.

In the 2G spectrum scam, Reliance Telecom was 
charged with criminal conspiracy to cause criminal 
breach of trust by a public servant, criminal conspiracy 
under Section 120B, cheating under Section 420 and 
forgery under Sections 468 and 471 of the Indian Penal 
Code. Reliance Telecom was booked under the 
Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988, and individual 
charges were framed against three of its senior 
corporate executives: GautamDoshi, SurendraPipara 
and HariNayar, which resulted in their arrests. In late 
2007, the Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI) said that Reliance and the 12 unlisted trading 
houses it used had carried out unlawful transactions of 
the shares of its former unit, Reliance Petroleum 
Limited. SEBI ordered the companies to return gains 
worth Rs.447 crore with interest.

The five main allegations against the company were 
that Reliance used fake shares; it switched shares sent 
for transfers to make illegal profits; it indulged in 
insider trading in shares; it established a nexus with 
Unit Trust of India (UTI) to raise huge sums of money 
to the detriment of UTI subscribers; and it attempted to 
monopolise the private telecom services market 
through front companies.

As recently as May 2014, Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (ONGC) moved the Delhi High Court 
accusing RIL of pilfering 18 billion cubic metres from 
its gas-producing block in the Krishna Godavari basin. 
Subsequently, the two companies agreed to form an 
independent expert panel to probe pilferage.

RBI guidelines stipulate that payment bank promoters 
should be fit and proper, which can be construed as 
being financially strong and with ethical values, 

criteria which many believe RIL fails to meet. The 
Reliance Group has had a chequered history since the 
days of its founder, DhirubhaiAmbani. The irony is 
that the country's biggest loan defaulter has been 
presented with the country's largest public sector bank, 
along with its entire technology innovations, vast 
network of manpower and resources.

In what is now popularly known as the NPA (non-
performing asset) scam in India, it is said that NPAs of 
public sector banks total roughly Rs.3.04 lakh crore, 
mainly on account of 10 large corporate houses. The 
government has refused to declare the names of these 
defaulters despite the Supreme Court's order seeking 
their names. According to a report of Credit Suisse in 
October 2015 (it could not be verified independently), 
its study found that until March 2015, RIL owed a 
whopping Rs.1.25 lakh crore to banks, followed by 
Anil Agarwal's Vedanta Group which had a loan 
default of Rs.1.03 lakh crore.

The other defaulters listed in the report are the Adani 
Group, with interests in energy, logistics and 
agrobusiness (Rs.96,031 crore); the Essar Group, 
active in services, steel and other sectors (Rs.1.01 lakh 
crore); the GVK Group, active in energy, hospitality, 
infrastructure and life sciences (Rs.33,933 crore); the 
Videocon Group headed by VenugopalDhoot, with 
interest in TV and d2h services (Rs.45,405 crore); the 
Lanco Group, active in power and construction sectors 
(Rs.47,102 crore); the GMR Group, which built the T3 
terminal at Indira Gandhi International Airport in 
Delhi at a cost of Rs.12,850 crore (Rs.47,976 crore); 
the JSW Group, the steel giant led by Sajjan Jindal 
(Rs.58,171 crore); and the Jaypee Group, the real 
estate company (Rs.75,163 crore).

Revenue forgone

Commenting on the NPA scam, Shashi Kant Sharma, 
former Comptroller and Auditor General of India, said 
it would be almost impossible to get the money back 
because a large part of it had been transferred abroad. 
There are allegations that the government has been 
secretly writing off these loans and justifying it by 
giving it fancy names such as “Revenue Forgone”. In a 
reply given by Union Minister SantoshGangwar in the 
RajyaSabha on August 2, 2016, Revenue Forgone in 
2015-16 was a whopping Rs.6.11 lakh crore. His 
statement revealed that corporate companies, on an 
average, got a tax waiver of Rs.5.32 lakh crore every 
year.
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Peoples’ Parliament Meeting at Tirunelveli on 26-12-2017

Given this track record of top corporate companies and 
given the fact that RIL is the top defaulter of public 
sector banks (even though the government does not 
admit it), why is the government keen on allowing the 
largest and the most trusted public sector bank to 
partner with Reliance? “What this essentially means is 
that without spending a penny, Reliance Industries will 
get the banking muscle of SBI while SBI will end up a 
loser. It will be engaged in low revenue-yielding 
operations of the payment bank and its vast network of 
business correspondents will be engaged in selling the 
products of the Reliance group such as Reliance 
Mutual Fund, Reliance General Insurance and 
Reliance Life Insurance, which will make a dent into 
SBI's earnings because SBI has similar products. We 
cannot understand how SBI stands to gain by 
partnering with the Reliance group,” Franco said. He 
has written to the RBI to revoke the licence, but in 
vain.

Given the benefits, the Reliance Group is obviously 
upbeat. It had initially planned to launch the bank in 
October and even publish advertisements. The RBI 
raised certain objections and the proposed rollout was 
stalled. Although informed sources said that the 
payments bank would go on the floor in December, top 
Reliance executives were tight-lipped about it. “You 
know how finicky the RBI is about these things. So, we 
are not saying anything about when the bank will start 

operations. But we are ready, and the moment the RBI 
gives us the final approval, we will roll it out,” a senior 
Reliance executive told Frontline over telephone. He 
said that with the country's largest corporate group and 
the largest bank joining hands, the banking scenario 
would be transformed for all times to come just like the 
mobile segment underwent a tectonic shift.

Franco and other banking industry leaders are worried, 
especially in view of the fact that the Financial 
Resolution and Deposit Insurance Bill is likely to be 
passed in the coming weeks. The Bill is expected to put 
banking institutions under the direct control of the 
Finance Ministry. Once this Bill is enacted, SBI, which 
has already been designated as a Systemically 
Important Financial Institution, will be under the 
microscopic scrutiny of the government and any 
concerns about its financial health or performance will 
make it liable for liquidation, merger or acquisition by 
another entity.

“The coincidence of the Bill now becoming a law and 
the RIL-SBI partnership bank coming into existence is 
ominous. We demand that the government revoke the 
licence given to RIL,” said Franco. The Reliance 
executive dismissed these apprehensions, saying that 
the digital banking space had room for all, but the 
concerns remain. The SBI management needs to take 
its personnel into its confidence about the impact of its 
partnership with Reliance. 

Peoples’ Parliament Meeting at Madurai on 19-12-2017
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE MANAGEMENT

Ref: ORG/57/2017� � �        30/11/2017

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India, Local Head Office
Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir,

REALISATION OF RBI IMPOSED PENALTY 
FROM OFFICERS 

Please refer our letter  no.  ORG / 51 /2017� d a t e d 
19/10/2017  on the above subject. Now, we understand 
that SCAB, Chennai has put a hold on the accounts of 
the Joint Custodians preventing them from 
withdrawing their salary credited to their accounts. In 
this connection, we once again bring to your kind 
notice the following points. 

SCAB receives cash from the linked branches and the 
branch does not receive any cash from any customers. 
All the cash remitted to RBI was received from the 
linked branches.

During the period of demonetisation,  due to shortage 
of cash,  RBI itself remitted unexamined non-issuable 
currency notes. Most of these notes were not 
distributed to branches but remitted back to RBI.

The volume of demonetized currency received daily 
from more than 80  linked Currency Chest Branches 
was very heavy. Remitting  currency remittance to the 
branches  when RBI did not supply adequate cash was 
a strenuous exercise.  Moreover, they were made to act  
only on the  direction of the Controllers   on a daily 
basis. 

Further, as per  practice,  the consignments of 
Currency notes sent to RBI  should be opened only in 
the presence of the cashier/Potdar only. However, 
none from the Bank was present when the 
consignments were opened at RBI.  Consequently,  
our views on forged notes/ mutilated notes found in the 
packets were not conveyed to RBI. Had the notes been 
counted in the presence of our Cashiers, they would 
have noted the origin of the counterfeit/mutilated 
notes.

In some Circles, the Circle Management has taken up 
the issue with RBI and has reversed the entries 
pointing out their mistake. 

Putting a 'hold'  on the account of the joint custodians' 

accounts on 50:50 basis is in violation of the 
procedures laid down for dealing with such cases.  It is 
also against Principles of Natural Justice as the Joint 
Custodians have not been given a chance to present 
their side. 

As the issue is becoming an irritant in the smooth  
Industrial Relations we have in the Circle, we request 
you to kindly consider the above and the special 
circumstances under which the demonetized 
currencies were received and remitted to RBI and 
instruct appropriately to not punish the joint 
custodians of the Currency Chest branches who had 
sacrificed days and nights during the period of 
demonetization.

Yours faithfully,

S/d
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

Copy to: 

The Circle Development Officer, SBI, LHO, Chennai.  

The DGM (B&O), Chennai I

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Ref: ORG/58/2017� �                   01/12/2017

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India, Local Head Office
Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir,

INTERCIRCLE TRANSFER: ANAMOLY AND 
OTHER ISSUES

We are thankful for considering the  Inter Circle 
Transfer  request of Officers after the merger wherein 
the request of many Officers have been considered. 
However, there are  some serious anomalies where the 
genuine request of Officers have been left out even 
when their juniors are transferred.  In a few cases,  the 
request of  Officers whose  spouses are  working in our 
own bank in different Circles were not considered. The 
following are a few requests in the above category:-

1. ...................... has applied for ICT under Spouse 
Category to Thiruvanantha-puram Circle. Her 
waiting list serial number was  28 in the Circle. 
Her application is not considered whereas, the 
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applicants of same grade and who had applied to 
the same Thiruvananthapuram Circle as hers  with 
waiting list no 29, 30 and numbers thereafter have 
been considered. To add to her woes in the new 
online portal for registration of ICT the status of 
her application is showed as “no records found” .

2. ...................... has applied under spouse grounds to 
Thiruvananthapuram Circle. Her waiting list was 
45. Some of her juniors  with waiting list as low as 
79, 84 etc. have been transferred to the same 
Thiruvananthapuram Circle even under Normal 
Channel. The status of her application also is 
showed as “no records found” .

3. ......................  has applied for transfer  on 
Compassionate Grounds to Thiruva-nanthapuram 
Circle. His transfer registration number is SBH 
161709251.  He is suffering from interstitial Lung 
decease and Rheumatoid Arthritis. His condition 
is very serious that he has been on leave  for 
medical treatment. His request has not been 
considered.

4. ................ applied for ICT to Thiruvananthapuram 
Circle on spouse grounds. Her registration serial 
no. is SBH 161701131. Her application is not 
considerd.

5. ...................... has applied under Spouse Category. 
His  spouse ......................  works at our  Tiruvalla 
Branch in Thiruvananthapuram Circle. His 
application has not been considered.

6. ......................  Specialist Officer working at our 
Veerakeralam branch has applied under Spouse 
Category to Thiruvananthapuram Circle. Her 
Spouse, ...................... is working at RACPC, 
Ernakulam. Her application is not considered.

7. The top 15 in the waiting list have been hoping to 
get their transfers this year under the 15 in a year 
Transfer Policy. However, only 1 Officer in the top 
15 has been transferred and the remaining 14 have 
not been considered. 

8. The pending list of request for ICT in the Circle is 
too big and their request can be considered only 
under a special dispensation for them or by 
increasing the 15 in a year policy to at least 50 in a 
year policy.

9. There is a batch of 31  Trainee Officers from 
Hyderabad circle posted at Chennai Circle.  All of 

them are to be transferred to either Amaravathi or 
Hyderabad Circle . Their requests also need to be 
considered. It is pertinent to note that some of the 
Trainee Officers of the same batch from 
Hyderabad Circle posted to Bangalore Circle have 
already been transferred back to their parent 
Circle.

10. There are also requests for cancellation of their 
Inter Circle transfer from 6 Officers whose 
requests have been considered in the present 
exercise. 

We request you to kindly take up the 6 genuine 
requests that have been left out and  cancel the 6 
requests for cancellation with the Corporate Centre. 
The other issues listed above with may also please be 
taken up with the Corporate Centre that will help the 
Officers concerned to  work with focus and added 
vigour for the growth of the Bank. 

Yours faithfully,

Sd/-
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Ref: ORG/60/2017         01/12/2017

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India, Local Head Office
Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir,

DEPUTATION OF PROBATIONARY 
OFFICERS  ON PROBATION TO CCPC: 

 We are given to understand that about 15 Probationary 
Officers have been deputed to our CCPC, Chennai for 
error correction in Pension Documents  maintained by 
the Branch. The deputation is for an indefinite period 
and many of them are drawn from branches of Centres 
other than Chennai. They face a lot of  difficulties as 
they have been denied their basic rights and  
requirements.  

Officers from Chennai Module II posted  in places 
beyond Tambaram a few days back  are also deputed 
without giving any time for them to get a leased 
accommodation. Consequently they are forced to stay 
in hotels/lodges incurring huge expenses that can not 
be reimbursed. Their requests for leave so as to get 
their leased accommodation were turned down. It is 
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understood that the CFO has advised the Branch to not 
grant leave to any of the Probationers without his 
consent. 

Proper seats are not provided to them and they are 
forced to sit on plastic chairs and their request for 
proper  seats are not heard. They are also  forced to sit 
late. They are deprived of their training schedule and 
face difficulties to get through their confirmation tests. 
Some of them who have just passed their confirmation 
tests are informed that they will not be relieved until 
the work is completed. 

The situation has made them feel that they are treated 
like bonded labourers and threatened by all.  The 
young officers being made to feel that way may 
eventually drive them out of  the Bank and will end up 
in projecting a bad image of the Bank as an Institution 
that is not able to nurture young talent. 

When the DGM(B&O) is the Controller, the CFO as 

well as DGM (RBU) calling up branches / Officers and 
threatening them is dangerous for the system.

We request you to kindly intervene in the matter and  
take appropriate action to restore confidence in the 
minds of the young Probationary Officers who are the 
future of our Bank.

Yours faithfully,

Sd/-
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

Copy to: 
The Circle Development Officer, SBI, LHO, 
Chennai
The General Manager, Network I, SBI, LHO, 
Chennai
The General Manager, Network II, SBI, LHO, 
Chennai 

RETIREMENTS

1 Com. Maria Samson T S� AM� RACPC, Chennai

2 Com. Chandrasekaran V� DM� Nilakkottai

3 Com. Kumar C� AGM� CB Tirupur

4 Com. Sulochana Nachimuthu� AM� SPBB Ramnagar,

5 Com. Jambulingam K CM� LHO Chennai

6 Com. Natarajan S� Mgr� RASECC, Madurai

7 Com. Ekanathan R K� DM� RASECC, Madurai

8 Com. Duraisamy K R� DM� Tirumayam

9 Com. Ranganathan V� DM RASECC,Tiruchirapalli

10 Com. Viswanathan M� DM� Tiruchirapalli

11 Com. Mohanadasan Nair M� Mgr� ZO Coimbatore

12 Com. Girijamani K S Mgr� Pappanaickenpalayam

NOVEMBER  2017
      S/Shri Name                                                 BranchDesignation 

1  Com. Amala Raja DM RACPC, Ayyapanthangal

2 Com. Babusundaram P CM RBO, Vellore

3 Com. Chandrasekaran S DM TFCPC,Coimbatore

4 Com. JayasundarSundararaj Mgr LeatherIB,Chennai

5 Com. Lakshmi Ramachandran Mgr RACPC, Chennai

6 Com. Mohan Selvaraj DM SAM Br, Chennai

7 Com. Premkumar 
        Joseph Solomon Ebene AM Tiruchirapalli

8 Com. Ramasamy K AM RACPC, Chennai

9 Com. Ramasamy N CM Tirunelveli

10 Com. Vaithyanathan S CM LHO Chennai

11 Com. Shailendra Prasad Singh Mgr CCPC, Chennai

12 Com. Subbulakshmi K DM RACPC, Chennai

DECEMBER 2017
      S/Shri Name                                                 BranchDesignation 

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.    

Have you displayed  Association posters?  

Have you displayed  circulars in a  notice  board?

Are you sharing our pamphlets and  books with customers?

Have you displayed “Compendium of Customer  Information” at the Branch?

Have you downloaded our  Circle  Association’s App.
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YOU SHOULD KNOW

STAFF: MISCELLANEOUS: MEDICAL 
REIMBURSEMENT SCHEME

The Bank has increased the eligibility of dependent family 
members of both employees and officers for medical 
reimbursement from 75% to 100%. The employees and 
officers under respective medical reimbursement schemes 
shall continue to get medical reimbursement for self to the 
extent of 100%.The revised guidelines shall be effective for 
all medical expenses incurred on or after 10/11/2017. 
Circular No.: CDO/P^HRD-IR/58/2017 – 18, Date: 10.11.2017

******************************************
REPAYMENT OF CAR LOAN AFTER 

RETIREMENTMODIFICATION IN THE SCHEME
In case the employee/official retires on superannu-ation or �
takes� Voluntary On normal retirement and 
retirement after 58 years of age as per approved scheme, but 
before full repayment of the loan, the outstanding as on the 
date of retirement   shall   be   repaid   in   equal 
installments over a period of 60 months from the date of 
retirement. Subject to the repayment of the existing loans 
not exceeding  60% of employee's pension and D.A. 
thereon plus other regular annual income such as rental 
income declared in the previous year's IT returns.In lieu of 
the PF Lien,  an undertaking from the employee/ officer 
and spouse/nominee of the family pension as the case may 
be, that the car loan installments may be recovered from 
his/her pension/family pension till the loan is fully 
liquidated, shall be obtained.
Circular No.: CDO/P^HRD-IR/61/2017 – 18, 
Date: 15.11.2017

******************************************
OPERATIONS IN SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS BY 

VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS
Reserve Bank of India advised that the facilities provided to 
Sick, Old and Incapacitated Persons (regarding operations 
of accounts through identification of thumb/toe 
impression/mark by two independent witnesses and 
authorising a person who would withdraw the amount on 
behalf of such customers) shall also be extended to the 
Visually Impaired Customers.
Circular No.: NBG/PBU/LIMA-OPEN AC/25/2017 – 18, 
Date: 16.11.2017

******************************************
eABs EMPLOYEES' PROVIDENT FUND 

TRUSTADVANCES & WITHDRAWALS FROM 
PROVIDENT FUND BALANCES

The procedures to be followed in respect of applications 
from eAB employees for grant of temporary advance 
against their PF balances as also requests for permanent 
withdrawal from their PF balances are as under:
 Requests for advances / withdrawals from Provident 

Fund by employees who have opted for SBI Terminal 
Benefits will be governed by the relevant provisions of 

SBI Employees' Provident Fund Regulations.
 Requests for advances / withdrawals from Provident 

Fund by employees who have opted for AB Terminal 
Benefits (including those who have not submitted their 
options) will be governed by the relevant provisions of 
respective eAB Employees'  Provident Fund 
Regulations.

Circular No.: CDO/P^HRD-PPFG/62/2017 – 18, 
Date: 17.11.2017

******************************************
MANDATORY USE OF EKYC FUNCTIONALITY 

FOR CREATION OF CUSTOMER INFORMATION 
FILES(CIFS)/OPENING OF ACCOUNTS 

RELAXATIONS
It is observed that various Salary Package accounts are 
opened at the worksite of the organisations where, as of 
now, there is no arrangement for eKYC facility with 
biometric authentication. Therefore, the Competent 
Authority has provided relaxation for such accounts. Our 
efforts should continue to open all accounts using eKYC 
facility with biometric authentication for those customers 
who are visiting the Branches. For other customers who 
are not visiting Branches, the accounts may be opened 
with Aadhaar without using eKYC facility till such time 
suitable mechanism is put in place for use of eKYC at 
the doorstep of the customers. However, Aadhaar in all 
eligible cases or Proof of application of enrolment for 
Aadhaar (where Aadhaar is not available) and PAN or Form 
60 (where PAN is not available) should be necessarily 
obtained. 
Circular No.:R&DB/OPS-KYC/8/2017-18, Date:27.11.2017

******************************************
ADDITIONAL INTEREST SUBVENTION TO 

PROMPT PAYING BORROWERS
AUTO CALCULATION

Auto Calculation and payment of additional interest 
subvention to prompt paying borrowers, where the interest 
subvention functionality is incorporated at account level 
has been developed. This functionality is applicable for the 
accounts sanctioned / renewed after 18.02.2017 under the 
interest subvention products.The following two BGLs are 
for the payment of additional interest subvention:
BGL 4898262 – for payment of Addl. Int Subvention 
payable to prompt paying farmers for initial disbursement 
made during FY 2017-18
BGL 4599730 – for payment of Addl. Int Subvention 
payable to prompt paying farmers for initial disbursement 
made during FY 2016-17
There should notbe any manual calculation at our branches 
for payment of 3% additional interest subvention to farmers 
for accounts sanctioned / renewed after 18.02.17.
Circular No.: NBG/ABU/BP-INTT. SUB/9/2017 – 18, 
Date: 08.12.2017
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VERIFICATION OF FINANCIALS OF 
BORROWING ENTITIES

For Corporate Borrowers:� Independent verification 
with website of MCA shall continue.
For Non-Corporate borrowers:
Turnover of the Units as mentioned in the audited balance 
sheet need to be verified with GST returns and Income Tax 
returns of the customer for the respective financial 
year.Moreover, along with the audited balance sheet, the 
borrowing Units need to submit usual KYC documents in 
respect of the auditor firm viz. copy of address proof and 
identity proof like PAN card, Driving licence, Aadhar Card 
etc. or alternatively, a copy of GSTN Invoice, issued by the 
Auditor which he would have submitted for payment of the 
bills to the customer. This will ensure genuineness of the 
Auditor. Proper evidence of having verified the audited 
financials are to be ensured and kept on record for 
verification by internal/ external Auditors.
Circular No.: CCO/CPPD-ADV/93/2017 – 18, Date: 
08.12.2017

******************************************
CREDIT INFORMATION COMPANIES

Collection of information on borrowers of all Banks and 
Financial Institutions and its dissemination in the form of 
Credit Information Reports is being done by four Credit 
Information Companies (CICs) registered with RBI. The 
four CICs are:TransUnion CIBIL Limited (TCL), Equifax 
Credit Information Services Private Limited.(ECISPL), 
CRIF High Mark Credit Information services Private 
Limited(CHMISPL), Experian Credit Information 
Company of India Private Limited (ECICIPL).  Operating 
functionaries may entrust the work of obtaining CIR's as 
per extant instructions to any of the above CIC's.
Circular No.: CCO/CPPD-ADV/98/2017 – 18, Date: 
21.12.2017

******************************************
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE

The “Bereavement Leave” will be extended on the demise 
of a family member of the employee. For the purpose of the 
Bereavement Leave, the expression 'family' of an employee 
shall be limited to following members, irrespective of being 
dependent or not:Spouse of the employee, Children of the 
employee, Parents of the employee andParents-in-law of 
the employee.
1. This leave is proposed to be for a maximum period of 

'Seven Days' at each instance. Intervening holidays 
will form part of the Bereavement Leave.

2. The entire period of Bereavement Leave will have to 
be completed 'at aSingle Instance' 'within a maximum 
period of Fifteen Days' from the date of demise of 
family member.�

3. The leave, if not taken within the stipulated period, will 
lapse. There will not be any provision for carry over or 
extension of leave beyond the period stipulated above.

4. It will be available to all categories of Permanent 
Employees/ Officers/ Permanent Part Time Medical 
Officers. Employees on contract basis will alsobe 
covered.�

5. Competent Authority to sanction Bereavement Leave 
will be same as that of granting Privilege Leave.

Circular No.: CDO/P^HRD-PM/75/2017 – 18,  28 
Dec 2017

******************************************
BGL Account no 489924 for Aadhaar Enrolments

UIDAI has permitted Bank to charge the resident for any 
modification in Aadhaar database through update centres 
set up in Bank branches. As our Bank is engaging the 
operators on outsourcing model, it has been decided to 
account for the amount collected from the resident and 
credit to exclusive BGL 4899024xxxxx (commission on 
Aadhaar Services) account for the said purpose.
Circular No.: NBG/FIMF-AADHAAR/6/2017 – 18, 
Date:29.12.2017

******************************************
EDUCATION LOANS:  1% CONCESSION UNDER 
RATE OF INTEREST FOR SERVICING INTEREST 

DURING MORATORIUM
The interest in the loan account should be reset when the 
repayment starts and the excess interest of 1% p.a. 
pertaining to the moratorium / repayment holiday should be 
refunded / credited to the loan account. The EMI for the 
repayment period should be fixed with the interest rate after 
1% concession in interest rate.
CLARIFICATION:

 1% concession in ROI is applicable if and only if the 
customer has serviced each of the interest applied in the 
loan account during the moratorium period (including 
course period), by the end of next month. For example, 
if the interest is applied on 31.10.2017, the interest 
should be serviced by the customer by 30.11.2017.

 The said concession should not be extended if the 
customer has missed timely servicing of interest even 
once during the entire moratorium period (including 
course period).

 The concession should be provided in CBS for eligible 
accounts by decrementing the ROI by 1%, when the 
moratorium period (including course period) is over & 
repayment has started.

 The excess interest of 1% p.a. pertaining to the 
moratorium period (including course period) should be 
refunded/credited to the loan account.

 New Repayment Schedule should be generated in CBS 
after providing 1% concession in interest rate.

 A fresh Arrangement Letter should be exchanged with 
the borrower(s) mentioning the New EMI.

Circular No.: NBG/PBU/PL-EDUCATION/47/2017 – 18,  
30.12.2017

******************************************
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NEW YEAR GREETINGS

Greeting the CGM on the eve of New Year

New Year Greetings by Chennai Zone I New Year Greetings by Chennai Zone II

New Year Greetings by Salem Module 
New Year Greetings by Coimbatore Module 

New Year Greetings by  Madurai Module New Year Greetings  by Tiruchirapalli Module 
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Sports Meet at Pondicherry on 10-12-2017

Members’ Meet at Nagercoil on 23-11-2017Members’ Meet at Theni on 21-11-2017

Welcoming Probationary Officers on 29-12-2017 Batch By Com Ashok & Team  At SBLC  Tiruchirapalli

Sports Meet at Dharmapuri on 17th Dec. 2017Regreen Chennai Marathon On 17th Dec.2017
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SBIOA(CC) congratulates  and welcomes the following comrades 
who have been promoted as JMGS-I  

1� Com.�ABIRAMI T NAIR                � KATTUPAKKAM

2� Com.�ARUN PRASATH CHANDRASEKARAN   � KILPAUK

3� Com.�BALAJI G                      � TIRUTTANI

4� Com.�BALAJI J                      � TRADE FINANCE CPC

5� Com.�BALAJI R                      � SAINATHAPURAM

6� Com.�BASKER RAMASWAMY              � RBO-3,CHENNAI ZONE-I

7� Com.�BHARATHI M                    � KODAMBAKKAM

8� Com.�CHANDRA PRABHA ALAGESAN       � VADAPALANI

9� Com.�GANESH S P                    � RBO-3,CHENNAI ZONE-I

10�Com.�GEETHA PAULRAJ                � KODAMBAKKAM

11� Com.�JAYASIMHA RAJAMANICKAM S      � RBO-1,CHENNAI ZONE-I

12�Com.�JOTHEESWARI PUGALARASAN       � ASHOK NAGAR

13�Com.�K R JAGGADEESH KUMAR          � SMECC, CHENNAI

14�Com.�LENIN KANNAN S                � TRADE FINANCE CPC

15�Com.�M SATHISHKUMAR                � BAGAYAM

16�Com.�M SENTHILKUMAR                � AO CHENNAI ZONE-I

17�Com.�MURALI S                      � AO CHENNAI ZONE-I

18�Com.�NANDINI DEVARAJ               � SIRUVALLUR ROAD

19�Com.�NIRANJANA E                   � RACPC ANNA NAGAR,CH 
20�Com.�PRADEEP A                     � KODUNGAIYUR, CH 

21�Com.�RADHIKA M                     � VILLIVAKKAM

22�Com.�RAJAVALLI S                   � NERKUNDRAM

23�Com.�S KRISHNAN                    � AO CHENNAI ZONE-I

24�Com.�S SUDHARSAN                   � AO CHENNAI ZONE-I

25�Com.�SASIKALA THANGARAJ            � ANNA NAGAR WEST

26�Com.�SATHIAVANIMUTHU M             � ANNANAGAR WEST EXTN.

27�Com.�SRI LAKSHMI PRASANNA NRUSIMHAD� PADI

28�Com.�SRIDEVI N G                   � KELLYS

29�Com.�SUBASH DAYANAND M             � SIRUTHOZHIL BR Vellore 
30�Com.�SURENDAR S                    � ATHIMANJERIPET

31�Com.�T GAYATHRI                    � ANNA NAGAR WEST

32�Com.�THARINI J                     � POONAMALLEE

33�Com.�USHA RAJAGOPAL                � JAMALIA

34�Com.�V SURENDAR                    � BAGAYAM

35�Com.�VALLI SUBATHRA R              � SMECC, CHENNAI

36�Com.�VIJAYAN BALARAMAN             � MINJUR

37�Com.�VINODHINI S                   � AO CHENNAI ZONE-I

38�Com.�ANUPRIYA VR                   � MEENAMBAKKAM
   AIRPORT BR

39�Com.�BOWRIYA                       � SRIPERUMBUDUR

40�Com.�E ANNADURAI                   � RBO-1,CHENNAI ZONE-II

41�Com.�JAYARAJ PV                    � SME THIRUMUDIVAKKAM

42�Com.�K RISHIKESH                   � KUNDRATHUR

43�Com.�K SELVAKUMAR                  � KOTTUR

44�Com.�KRITHIKA S                    � SHOLINGANALLUR

45�Com.�LAVANYA E                     � AYYAMPETTAI

46�Com.�M SRINIVASAN                  � VANDAVASI

47�Com.�M VADIVUKKARASI               � ACHARAPAKKAM

48�Com.�MANJU S                       � TAMBARAM

CLERICAL TO JMG 49�Com.�MUTHU GNANA PRIYA A           � LCPC CHENNAI

50�Com.�P P SURESH                    � KILKATTALAI, CHENNAI

51�Com.�PADMARAJ D                    � ROYAPETTAH

52�Com.�PONRAJ M                      � TIRUPORUR

53�Com.�R VINOTH KUMAR                � PB BRANCH INDIRA NAGAR

54�Com.�RUBA S                        � IRUNGATTUKOTTAI

55�Com.�S KANTHI                      � LCPC CHENNAI

56�Com.�S MATHUMITHA                  � PERUNGUDI

57�Com.�S RAJKUMAR                    � RACPC, OMR, CHENNAI

58�Com.�VIJAYALAKSHMI PONMARIAPPAN    � TEYNAMPET

59�Com.�VITHYA LAKSHMI K              � LCPC CHENNAI

60�Com.�ADHITHYA SS                   � SME BRANCH, VILLUPURAM

61�Com.�ARHOUL JOSEPH KALAIVANAR A    � RASMECC, PONDICHERRY

62�Com.�ARUN KUMAR N                  � SME  MOOKANDAPALLI

63�Com.�DAYANA S                      � CUDDALORE O T

64�Com.�DEVI S                        � PONDICHERRY A D B

65�Com.�EZHUMALAI G                   � CHINNASALEM

66�Com.�GOMATHI S                     � PERAMBALUR TOWN

67�Com.�J SAKTHI KANNAN               � MANDARAKUPPAM

68�Com.�KATHIRAVAN ASAITHAMBI          � AMMAPETTAI

69�Com.�N SHAKTHI BALAN               � MEYYANUR, SALEM

70�Com.�RAJIVMOHAN R S                � TINDIVANAM

71�Com.�SAVITHA BALUSAMY              � TARAMANGALAM

72�Com.�SENTHIL KUMAR RAJU            � CHETTIKULAM

73�Com.�SRINIVAS V                    � RBO-2, VILLUPURAM

74�Com.�SUNDERASON M                  � DHARMAPURI

75�Com.�UMARANI P                     � SALEM

76�Com.�A CHAKKRAVARTHY               � T NADU AGL UNIVERSITY

77�Com.�A NAREN EDELBERT MANGAL       � CCPC, COIMBATORE

78�Com.�ARUN DINESH J                 � AYYANSALAI

79�Com.�BINNY PREETH S                � AO COIMBATORE

80�Com.�C ELANGO                      � CCPC, COIMBATORE

81�Com.�C PRAVEEN KUMAR               � sbiINTouch, PEELAMEDU

82�Com.�CHARULATHA R T                � RBO-2, COIMBATORE

83�Com.�JANCI RANI L                  � MANIAKARAMPALAYAM

84�Com.�KISHAN M S                    � ANTHIYUR

85�Com.�ME. PRASANNA DEVI             � TREASURY BR., COIMBATORE

86�Com.�NISHANTH S                    � sbiINTouch, SARAVANAMPATTI

87�Com.�PRABHU R                      � TFCPC COIMBATORE

88�Com.�R JAYANTHI                    � METTUPALAYAM

89�Com.�R VIJAYA                      � ANNUR

90�Com.�S GHAYATHRI                   � TREASURY BR., COIMBATORE

91�Com.�S. SENTHILKUMAR               � UTHUKULI

92�Com.�SHREE KUMAR S                 � VELLALUR

93�Com.�T KUMAR                       � NAMAKKAL

94�Com.�VINODH M                      � KANGEYAM

95�Com.�A NARAYANALAKSHMI             � RBO-1, MADURAI

96�Com.�AJU R A                       � KUZHITHURAI

97�Com.�ARUMUGASAMY S                 � SIVAGIRI

98�Com.�BALASUBRAMANIAN U             � ARAMBOLY
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99�Com.�BHUVANESWARI M R              � RASMECC, MADURAI

100� Com. C ASHOK KUMAR                 � VAKIL NEW STREET, MADURAI

101� Com.� C PARASAKTHI                  � PBB MADURAI CITY

102� Com.� CHANDNA B YADAV               � KEEZHANATHAM

103� Com.� CHITRAISELVAN K               � KANDASAMYPURAM

104� Com.� D.PRISCILLA                   � WEST TOWER STREET

105� Com.� D.PRITHI                      � TALLAKULAM

106� Com.� E EVANGELIN BAMY              � RBO-V, NAGERCOIL, MADURAI

107� Com.� G GANGADHARAN                 � PBB MADURAI CITY

108� Com.� HARIKRISHNAN S                � KURUMBUR

109� Com.� J ARUN KUMAR                  � RBO-1, MADURAI

110� Com.� J PACKIYARAJ                  � SME BRANCH, TUTICORIN

111� Com.� K C VIJAYARENGAN              � SATHANKULAM

112� Com.� K NIKILESWARI                 � SME BRANCH, SIVAKASI

113� Com.� K S VIJAY                     � ARAMBOLY

114� Com.� K YASHODHA                    � PBB MADURAI CITY

115� Com.� KARTHICK ESAKKY V             � ALWARKURICHI

116� Com.� KAYALVIZHI X                  � UDANGUDI

117� Com.� M JEBACECILI                  � TIRUNELVELI

118� Com.� MARAGATHAM                    � TUTICORIN BAZAAR

119� Com.� MUTHULAKSHMI M                � VADIPATTI

120� Com.� P DEEPAK KUMAR                � KOVILPATTI

121� Com.� P ELIZA NINA                  � MANUR

122� Com.� PAUL ROBERT SINGH S           � PULIYANGUDI

123� Com.� S DANIEL JONES               � NARAYANAPURAM

124� Com.� S DANIEL RAJESH KUMAR         � UDANGUDI

125� Com.� S KAPIL KUMAR                 � PUNNAKAYAL

126� Com.� S MUTHUKUMARASWAMY            �TENKASI

127� Com.� S PAVITHRA RAJESHWARI         � SME BR.  ARUPPUKKOTTAI

128� Com.� S SENTHILKUMAR                � NALUR

129� Com.� S SUBRAMANIAN                 � TUTICORIN BAZAAR

130� Com.� S USHA                        � TIRUNELVELI A D B

131� Com.� S VALLINAYAGAM                � ARUMUGANERI

132� Com.� SELIN ARULRAJ B               � NANGUNERI

133� Com.� SETHURAM R                    � GUDALUR, THENI

134� Com.� SUNDAR RAM S                  � TENKASI

135� Com.� V G GANESH KUMAR              � RAJAPALAYAM

136� Com.� V GNANAJOTHI                  � THANICHAYAM

137� Com.� ANANTHY N                     � TIRUVADANAI

138� Com.� ASHOK S                       � SATHIRAKUDI

139� Com.� BALAMANI B                    � CHINNADHARAPURAM

140� Com.� DHIVYA T                      � SIRKALI

141� Com.� GANESAN P                     � KARAIKKAL A D B

142� Com.� GOKULAN M                     � TIRUCHIRAPALLI

143� Com.� KATHIRAVAN ELAKKUVAN          � No.1 TOLGATE, TRICHY

144� Com.� KRISHNA RAJA T                � SME BRANCH, THANJAVUR

145� Com.� MURALI CHANDER CHANDRA MOHAN  � THIRUVERUMBUR

146� Com.� NAVEEN KUMAR S                � N I T TRICHY ( REC )

147� Com.� POONTHENMOZHI SAVIOUR MUKIL NI� RBO-1, TIRUCHIRAPALLI

148� Com.� PRABHAKARAN E                 � PUDUKOTTAI

149� Com.� PRASANNA R                    � AYYAMPETTAI, THANJAVUR

150� Com.� PREMKUMAR S                   � KAMARAJAPURAM TOWNSHIP

151� Com.� RAJA SELVA KUMAR D            � RBO-1, TIRUCHIRAPALLI

152� Com.� SAKTHIVELAN G V               � SCAB TIRUCHIRAPALLI

153� Com.� SARADHA J                     � PALANI

154� Com.� SARALADEVI R                  � TIRUCHIRAPALLI TOWN

155� Com.� SENTHILKUMAR D                � DINDIGUL

156� Com.� SHUNMUGA SUNDARAM T           �AO TRICHY

157� Com.� SUDHAKAR R                    � K.K.NAGAR, TIRUCHIRAPALLI

158� Com.� VENKATRAMAN S                 � ODDANCHATRAM

159� Com.� RAJINI ASHOK KUMAR            � LHO CHENNAI

160� Com.� SNEHA. K. S.                  � LHO CHENNAI

161� Com.� R.SATHIA                      � MCRO CHENNAI

162� Com.� S.MOHAN                       � IFB CHENNAI

163� Com.� GHOUSIA FATHIMA.M             � SARC CHENNAI

164� Com.� SARMILA N J                   � SARC COIMBATORE

165� Com.� MEERA RAMALINGAM� AMBATTUR IND ESTATE

166� Com.� D GUNASEKARAN                 � RACPC, OMR, CHENNAI

167� Com.� M GEETHA MATHI                 � COMMERCIAL BR 

168� Com.� N S HEMALATHA                 � NRI BRANCH, VELACHERY

169� Com.� R R CHANDRABABU               � sbiINTouch, PERUNGUDI

170� Com.� R VENKATESAN                  � GREAMS ROAD, CHENNAI

WEDDING BELLS
Chi. Arulprkasam A, S/O Arunachalam A, Mgr, Vellore 
married Sow. RamyaRamraj R on 29.11.2017 at Vellore.

Sow. Divya K, D/O Kumar M A, DM ZO Chennai married 
Arjun R on 14.12.2017 at Chennai.

SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy 
married life  to the newly wedded couples.

Download our App  “  SBIOACC” by  going to “  playstore”  for android 

phones  and “  istore” in iphones.

Log in with your PF number as ID 

and use your date of birth in yyyymmdd  as your password.

Are you receiving the “Daily Thoughts”? If  not, please register  yourself  as a  member 

of sbioacc@googlegroups.com with any of your  e-mail ID  other than  SBI mail ID. 

For news & events every day send mail to sbioacc_study@googlegroups.com
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Comradely yours,

(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary
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Dear Comrades,

With your support and solidarity, the 
Organization is moving forward.  Diaries have 
been distributed to all.  Updated  'You should 
know' book  is given to new entrants.  The 
Officers strength has increased with 240 POs 
and 170 JMGs who have joined the Bank.  All 
promotions and transfers will be effected 
before June.   The updated 'Day to Day 
Banking'  is uploaded in Association's website 
for the benefit of those who will be appearing  
for the promotion tests. You can choose to 
attend training programmes yourself. CDS 
feedback survey is expected soon.  Give your 
honest feedback. 

We are glad that the Bank has  issued the 
Work Life Balance Circular and the DMD & 
CDO is following it up.But it is for us to ensure 
compliance. 

Few improvements in service conditions have 
been made.

The reimbursement of medical expenses for 
family  is enhanced to 100%. 

The concessional interest rate on  loans has 
been extended to eAB Officers also.

Cost of installation of solar system is also 
included in the project cost of Staff Housing 
Loan. 

Bereavement Leave of 7 days in one instance 
on the demise of family members of 
employees  is introduced. 

Repayment of Car loan in 60 equal 
installments even after the retirement date 
is permitted. 

As the Industry level wage negotiations are not 
moving forward due to the Finance Ministry's 
attitude.  Be ready for struggle.

Saving the Banking Industry is crucial.  So 
please involve in the signature campaigns and 
Peop l e s '  Pa r l i amen t  f o r  Un i t y  and 
Development.

Sports meets are on.  Please involve with 
family.

To meet the challenges emerging in Education, 
st24 teachers attended a training on 21  

Century Learning Skills along with 10 
representatives of the Management in 
Singapore.

It is amazing to see that a small country in 52 
years has ensured excellent 'quality education' 
to all its citizens  up to Post Graduation level.  
Quality health care is free for all.  Everyone 
has a house and employment.  There is total 
communal and ethnic amity between Chinese, 
Malaysians, Indians and Eurasians.  Every 
religion is respected but nobody can force 
anything. 

Peoples' Parliament for Unity and Develop-
ment is discussing Why and Where we lag 
behind.  Let us join the Common man and 
women and change the destiny of our country.

Happy New Year & PongalHappy New Year & Pongal

“The man who moves a mountain begins 

by carrying away small stones.” 

- Confucius


